Bulletin 105: 26th March 2019

This bulletin is for everyone, please ensure you share it with staff in your setting
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Check your details on Live Well

Next time you have the opportunity, please check your Live Well profile. If you have any vacancies or you have changed session times or prices - log in to the Provider Portal to ensure everything is up to date. Let parents know what you do and the services that you offer.


Audience: All childcare providers
Purpose: Keep provider details up to date

Contact: ☏ FIS Team 0300 123 5033
Email: FIS.East@cheshireeast.gov.uk
The purpose of the Foundation Years website, funded by the Department for Education, is to enable early years practitioners to keep up-to-date with policy, legislation and research and to share best practice. Ultimately, the goal is to increase the understanding and confidence of everyone working in early years.

This survey invites you to tell the National Children’s Bureau about your current level of knowledge and confidence in different areas of early years policy and practice, so they can identify gaps and opportunities for developing the website.

The Foundation Early Years Survey